se:cube
The office cube solution
for open-plan workspaces

ABOUT SEDUS

Who we are and
what we do
Sedus Stoll AG was founded in 1871 and is one of the
leading European manufacturers of office solutions.
The product range includes seating furniture, such as
swivel and visitor chairs, as well as office, conference
and contract furniture – all “Made in Germany”.
The company headquarters is located in Dogern on
the High Rhine in southern Germany. Another production
site is in Geseke, North Rhine-Westphalia. Sedus is
a company with a long tradition, and almost 150 years
of company history, that has repeatedly set standards –
in terms of ergonomics, manufacturing processes
and sustainability. As a synonym for innovation,
technology and aesthetics, Sedus constantly enriches
the “office world” with new product ideas and contemporary concepts. Sedus puts a strong focus
on current trends and changes in the world of work.
New organisational structures and forms of work
require flexible, aesthetic furnishings and custommade solutions that enhance collaboration, communication and movement. A particular emphasis
is placed on the health and wellbeing of the users.
For more information, please visit www.sedus.com

With our solutions,
we support people
in expressing their
genius at work.
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Made
in
Germany

THE OFFICE CUBE SOLUTION FOR OPEN-PLAN WORKSPACES

Why se:cube?

Additional workspace:
se:cube enables

more flexibility
for your daily tasks

se:cube can be

moved easily and quickly
by means of lift technology
if the surroundings change

+15 %

79 %

Satisfaction is up to
15 % higher among
employees who are

free to choose
their workplace

With 79 %, space efficiency
has the greatest impact
on costs worldwide
Source: Sedus INSIGHTS

76 %

of employees report that
the biggest distraction in open-plan offices
are colleagues talking loudly on the phone
or during spontaneous meetings

58 %

of employees say that
they need more privacy to be able
to focus on their work
Source: University of Sydney

Source: Forbes

se:cube impresses with a very good sound level reduction –
disturbing noise is simply left outside
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A place for meetings or telephone calls
without disturbing others.
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SPACE EFFICIENCY

A room module
that creates
new space
Open-space concepts, flexibility and new working styles
characterise the office of the future. This brings a lot of
advantages: entrenched structures are replaced, communication and collaboration are improved. Already today,
short distances, flexible meetings and spontaneous
exchange are important features of modern office space
and working life.
But what about concentrated work? For certain tasks
we need a quiet place to focus and some distance to our
colleagues. The office cube is the perfect solution to
escape from distractions and leave disturbing noise
“outside”. But the reverse is also true: Where can small
group meetings be held or telephone calls be made
without affecting others?
Smart furnishings are fundamental in an office environment where space is limited and has to be used efficiently.
This is why we have developed se:cube.

2 people
1.5 hours
Thanks to the unique lightweight panels and

the integrated cabling system, se:cube can be
set up and moved with minimal effort. It only
takes two people about 1.5 hours to move it
to a new location.
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NEW WORKING STYLES

When the work
determines
the space
Today, employees increasingly decide for themselves
where and how they can best accomplish their tasks.
They often alternate between different work situations:
concentrated individual work may be followed by communicative activities, teamwork may be succeeded by
retreat or relaxation. Modern office planning should
reconcile these different requirements and provide for
the necessary opportunities.
Proximity between different workstations enables ideal
communication and collaboration. What can different
work environments look like, and what happens when
the work determines the space?
Whether long telephone calls, small group meetings
or concentrated individual work – the se:cube office
element creates a perfect symbiosis of proximity and
distance. The light and airy design with its large glass
surfaces enables transparency so that users are not
entirely isolated. Just like a piece of furniture, se:cube
blends in harmoniously with its surroundings.
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The interior and the perfectly fitting furniture create a pleasant atmosphere.

Traditional – fixed individual workplaces:
A standard office is organised according
to defined structures and patterns.
Work is more static and less flexible.

Today – agile workplace concepts:
An office with an open-plan concept
and individual design enables a flexible,
dynamic workflow. Exchange and collaboration are encouraged.

Phone calls or
focused work
Meetings in small groups
or focused work
Conference calls or
discussion sessions
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Personal
call
focusing
work
Personal
call
oror
focusing
onon
work
Small
meetings
focussing
work
Small
meetings
oror
focussing
onon
work

We differentiate between four work situations
which se:cube can optimally support:
Concentration

Communication

Collaboration

Contemplation

se:cube is a place that invites
you to work alone in complete
peace and quiet or to make
extended telephone calls.
At the same time, it offers
optimum acoustic shielding
from the surrounding area –
in both directions.

se:cube is a place to meet
with colleagues, where you
are not distracted by external
noise and you won’t disturb
others at work.

se:cube is a place that is
perfect for small meetings
and short brainstorming
sessions with colleagues,
yet still provides a barrier
against disturbing outside
noise.

se:cube is a place to
retreat. Here, you can
relax for a few moments
and gather strength
for your next meetings.
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NEW WORKING STYLES

A space brimming
with possibilities
It’s a space that inspires, allows users to work independently and adapts to the most
diverse requirements. With three different sizes and several design variants, se:cube
offers the perfect solution for the future of agile working. Its sophisticated design
ensures the ideal acoustics and atmosphere. The presence detector controls both
lighting and ventilation via the fully automatic control system, which reduces power
consumption to an absolute minimum.
The red, all-round LED lighting indicates when the module is occupied. The individual
colour scheme and the freely selectable interior round off the office cube solution.
It will therefore be a perfect match with the surrounding furniture. And what if the office
environment changes? se:cube can be assembled and disassembled without much
effort and can be easily moved to its new location thanks to the unique lift technology.

se:cube L

se:cube M
se:cube S

Ideal for
• conference calls
• concentrated individual work
• video and web conferences

S

Ideal for
• smaller group meetings
• concentrated work
• video and web conferences

M

Ideal for
• video conferences
• brainstorming sessions
• meetings with up to 7 people

L
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SOPHISTICATED DESIGN

Acoustics
as a challenge
Just like the furnishing, light or temperature, the acoustics in a room play a very important role.
Wherever people meet or work, there is a certain amount of noise. Typing on the computer,
the rattling of the printer or the small talk of colleagues can quickly be perceived as disturbing
and thus distract from one’s own tasks. Good sound absorption is therefore essential for
a pleasant working environment.
A short reverberation time and a quiet environment are important for good speech intelligibility.
Unwanted sound, such as background noise, is best reduced by distancing oneself from the sound
source or by using a “sound absorber”.

se:cube is a closed-off cabin with acoustically
effective components which can interrupt
the propagation of sound. It offers a room
with a reduced sound level and short reverberation time – so that everyone gets the quiet
environment they need.

Speech intelligibility 1

At a
distance of 1 m
to se:cube,
speech becomes
unintelligible

Distance
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1 m (STI2 = 0.2)

2 m (STI2 = 0.15) 3 m

1

for a typical office situation with background conversations L = 40 dB(A), measured according to DIN 3382-3

2

STI = Speech Transmission Index

4 m (STI2 = 0.1)

Sound level reduction

disturbing

unsatisfactory

unfavourable

favourable

very good

Reverberation time
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VARIANTS AND DIVERSITY

Ingenious to the last detail
se:cube doesn’t just dazzle due to its timeless design. Its technical
features are excellent too. Sedus has thought of everything, from
the lighting to the ventilation. Besides the standard fittings, there is
also a range of optional elements that can be installed and added.

1

7

2

4

1

Interior wall design

Standard: Covered with fabric

Optional: Integrated whiteboard, monitor,
coat hook, utensil bag

9

2

Exterior wall design

Standard: Melamine wall, glazed on one side
Optional: Glazed on two sides, whiteboard

with magnetic strip and sponge/pen holder

3

Furniture

Standard: Accurately fitting, fully integrated
furniture configurations

Optional: Flexible furniture from the Sedus
standard collection

4

Door

Frame made of powder-coated aluminium
with a graphite-textured surface
Standard: Glass door

Optional: Glass door with lowerable floor seal
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6

8

6

7

All-round presence
lighting

LED lighting

indicates at a glance whether

someone enters the room

Standard: The LED lighting

The all-round red strip of LEDs

switches on automatically when

the se:cube is occupied.

and provides a pleasant light
(neutral white 4000 K).
Optional: Dimmable

5

8
3

Safety glass

Standard: Toughened safety glass*
Optional: Laminated safety glass
with acoustic film*

* incl. standard foil

9

Power and data cabling

Outlets, USB charging stations and

5

Controls (light/ventilation)

Standard: Temperature and CO2 sensors monitor and

RJ45 ports are easily accessible above
or inside the desk.

control lighting and ventilation fully automatically
Optional: Switch for manual settings
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VARIANTS AND DIVERSITY

3 sizes, 12 configurations
and countless possibilities
se:cube is available in three sizes and
a total of twelve predefined furniture
configurations. The custom-fit furniture
will be delivered with the cube according
to the desired area of use and work
(concentration, communication, collaboration or contemplation).

se:cube S – 1.5 m2
Ideal for
• conference calls
• concentrated individual work
• video and web conferences
1 person

Thanks to the unique lightweight panels
and the integrated cabling system,
se:cube can be set up and moved with
minimal effort.
se:cube can also be equipped with
the following optional extras (see also
pages 12 and 13):
• integrated whiteboard inside
• whiteboard outside
• utensil bag
• coat hook
• integrated monitor
(for se:cube M and L)
• dimmable lighting
• glazed on two sides

1. Dimensions
Width x depth x height
2. Configurations

Suitable for
Concentration
Communication

Glazed on
one side

Glazed on
two sides

Collaboration
Contemplation

1500 x 1000 x 2320 mm
Phone Call

Focus Work

Web Con

Relax

1 person

1 person

1 person

1 person

•

-

••

•

-

-

•••

•••

•••

•

-

-

standing

sitting

sitting

sitting

1050

740

740

-

876 x 350

876 x 500

876 x 500

-

1 integrated desk
1 se:fit
standing seat

1 integrated desk
1 swivel chair

1 integrated desk
1 swivel chair

1 side table
1 lounge chair

-

-

•••
-

3. Furniture
To sit or stand
Desk height in mm
Desk size in mm

4. Assembly
Persons required

2

Assembly time
Weight (with integrated

furniture, without chairs)

Relocation time
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3 hours
336.2 kg

338 kg

338 kg
1.5 hours

330 kg

se:cube L – 6.25 m2
Ideal for
• video conferences
• brainstorming sessions
• meetings
7 persons maximum

se:cube M – 3 m2
Ideal for
• smaller group meetings
• concentrated work
• video and web conferences
4 persons maximum

2000 x 1500 x 2320 mm

2500 x 2500 x 2320 mm

Focus Work

Duo Work

Video Lounge

Diner

Video Lounge

Diner asymmetrical

Brainstorming

Diner symmetrical

1 person

2 persons

2 persons

4 persons

4 persons

5 persons

6 persons

6 persons

-

-

-

-

-

•••
•

••

••

••

•••

•••

•••

•••

•

•

-

•••
-

••

••

sitting

sitting/standing

sitting

sitting

740

740/1050

680

680

1376 x 727

1776 x 630

800 x 574

1 integrated desk
1 swivel chair

1 integrated desk
2 swivel chairs

1 integrated desk
1 integrated sofa

-

656.2 kg

••

••

••

•

sitting

sitting

sitting/standing

sitting

680

680

740/1050
650-1280*

680

800 x 574

1200 x 650

1615 x 858

1615 x 800
1615 x 922

1615 x 922

1 integrated desk
2 integrated sofas

1 integrated desk
1 integrated sofa

1 integrated desk
2 integrated sofas

1 integrated desk
6 se:fit
standing seats

1 integrated desk
2 integrated sofas

4 hours

5 hours

1.5 hours

-

•••

2
716.2 kg

•••

••

2
657.5/658.4 kg

••

758 kg

1037 kg

1059.4 kg

••

933.5/936.2 kg
953.2 kg*

1080.4 kg

1.5 hours
* motorised height adjustment
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VARIANTS AND DIVERSITY

A colour scheme for every taste
se:cube can be customised to suit any taste or requirement. Whether company colours, discreet design or
a real eye-catcher, the large range of colour collections
offers countless design possibilities.
The following materials and colours can be combined:

1

1

Exterior colour

4

Sofa

2

Carpet

5

Table top

3

Interior wall

6

Frame (desk/sofa)

3

1. Exterior colour

Standard: Melamine pure white
Optional: more than 10 plain
coloured finishes (from the
Colour Harmony and

Architecture Line collections)

5
4

2. Carpet

Standard: Interface Composure Harmonious

Optional: Any other colour from the Interface
Composure Collection

Interface Composure Harmonious

6

2
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more than 30 colours

3. Material/colour interior wall
Atlantic Screen

Nova

about 20 colours

more than 10 colours

Xpress

Twist/Twist Melange

more than 10 colours

more than 10 colours

4. Material/colour sofa
Step

Remix

20 colours

Fame

20 colours

Craggan

more than 10 colours

more than 20 colours

Class

Leather and imitation leather

more than 10 colours

about 20 colours

5. Table top

6. Desk/sofa frame

Optional: About 40 colours from Sedus collection

always the same colour)

Standard: Melamine pure white

(real wood veneer, melamine, likewood, soft touch)
Melamine pure white

White or black powder-coated (desk and sofa frame are

white

black

about 40 colours
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INSPIRATION AND PLANNING

Carefully
coordinated
A harmonious working environment contributes
significantly to wellbeing and productivity. In
addition to sophisticated furnishings, appealing
fabric and material combinations and the choice
of colour accents are decisive factors.

Smart Balance

structured, technical, functional,
light, reduced, quiet

Whether Smart Balance, Urban Living, Soft Being
or Multi Creation – se:cube can easily be set up
with any of these colour schemes.

SMART BALANCE

Do you need support in planning and implementation?
The experts from Sedus Workplace Consulting
are looking forward to helping you design your
modern smart office. From analysing the floor
plan and designing the concept to choosing
the colours from the colour schemes – at Sedus
you get everything from a single source.

Urban Living

comfortable, respectable, elegant,
urban, intense, timeless

URBAN LIVING

You can use the online configurator
to test possible designs and colours
quickly and easily:
www.sedus.com/en/products/details/secube/

Soft Being

gentle, calm, balanced, natural,
inviting, regenerative

SOFT BEING

Multi Creation

motivating, inspiring, open,
creative, dynamic, active, free

MULTI CREATION
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SEDUS CONTACT DETAILS

On site worldwide

Headquarters in Dogern, Germany
Subsidiaries and sales partners

Visit us in one of our showrooms
• Austria: Vienna

• Belgium: Erembodegem-Aalst
• France: Paris

• Germany: Berlin, Dogern, Geseke,
Hamburg, Munich, Rhine-Main

• Great Britain: London
• Italy: Cadorago

• Netherlands: Zoetermeer
• Spain: Madrid

• Switzerland: Rickenbach

• United Arab Emirates: Dubai

Would you like to learn, read and see more about Sedus?
Visit us on our social media channels!
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is the office cube solution for open-plan workspaces.
Optimum acoustic shielding, integrative design and easy
installation make it the ideal place for agile working.

”

S‡dus Design Team

www.sedus.com
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